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Wisdom is a key to wealth, health, and happiness. More valuable than knowledge, wisdom is gained

by learning from the past to find solutions in the present. By examining the words of presidents,

philosophers, billionaires, and thought leaders, any person can bridge the gap between where they

are and where they are meant to be.Divided into ten easy-to-read sections, Illuminations exposes

secrets of prosperity found in the words and teachings of this planet&apos;s greatest minds,

including Steve Jobs, Abraham Lincoln, Albert Einstein, J.K. Rowling, Epicurus, Mahatma Gandhi,

and dozens more. Topics include:Power & LeadershipLove & RelationshipsWealth & SuccessFame

& PrestigeKnowledge & WisdomChoices & DecisionsHardships & BraveryScience & BeliefHealth &

HealingLife & DeathPresented in beautiful pages with artwork throughout, Illuminations is a

compass for all who seek lives of greatness.
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Very encouraging and inspiring! I will be using this book as a reference for anytime I am facing

struggles. The book is beautiful inside and out! Buying a second copy for my daughter to read

too.My only complaint (or not really a complaint but more of a small annoying thing) is that some of

the chapters sound like they are written for rich people when it talks about money. I donâ€™t have a

yacht yet! Other than that the book was great and Iâ€™m sure I will be reading it again.And my

favorite line is 'Palaces and planes cannot fill the void of an aimlessly wandering soul.â€™ So true!!!

This has been a interesting journey following this latest claim to be a member of the illuminati . with



the first book i was somewhat optimistic this was something legitimate , then they started selling the

cheapest of costume jewelry , that wasn't fit to be sold in a dollar store . The first book was most

interesting and seems to have some occult promise , but this latest book , just really confirmed this

group is just a hoax . there is nothing in the book of any value , one half of it are a collection cheap

popular famous quotes , that do nothing more than fill of the book . the rest is just rambling

nothingness . at best this could be a 1 star self help book . the really sad part are the 5 star people

who are singing the praises of a 8 th grade level prose in the hope of somehow being picked to be

one of the chosen illuminati . don't waste your time life of money on this . it is a joke

After reading The First Testament 3 times within one week last February in 2015 and learning about

the mind-blowing secrets of The Illuminati, I was left with burning desire to know and understand

MORE. And exactly a year later in February of 2016, my wish was granted with Illuminations

Volume 1.I thought the entire book was packed with powerful advice. But these are the chapters

that resonated with me the most:The part about Power & Leadership went into further depth about

the difference between what it means to be a true leader and what it means to be a followerâ€”the

difference between the lions and the sheep. I love the part that says followers seek to earn money,

power, and influence for it's own sake. But true leaders seek to enrich the lives others and become

powerful in the process.The part about Fame & Prestige resonated with me by illustrating how fame

usually comes to those who are too focused on the Light to be concerned with it.The part about

Wealth & Success caught my attention by explaining how wealth can actually become someone's

achilles heel if it is not managed or used wisely. Money is just a means to an end that can be used

to create greater accomplishments and serve others. Seeking Purpose, Knowledge, and Wisdom

can help one manage one's wealth successfully.And the part about Knowledge & Wisdom

reinforced my already strong belief in the power and value of self-education as a guide for life's

mazes.In conclusion, I have to say I love the Illuminations. They provide deeper insight into the

value system and principles of The Illuminati as well as guidance for my own journey to

greatness.Keep em coming.-MM

This book is a diamond gem. Every page has a lesson and a message within it. I read this book

regularly to master the lessons and messages I received to use in my daily life. I recommend all to

read to study this master of life. I will always be loyal to our leaders.

This book will not be understood by every one... Every one is a critic.... However for those who seek



illumination they will find the golden nuggets precious... Sometimes it takes hearing a truth from a

different source... The important thing is to listen to the message.. Dont judge the messengers....

Only those hungry enough will be filled.. Determination is the factor between those lions and the

sheep.... My advice read the book for yourself and draw your own conclusions... Every ones path is

different.... But the destination ends the same... Be the architect of your journey and let the

naysayers continue to scoff... My opinion on the book? Great read....A golden nugget of

inspiration...

Greetings fellow Global Citizens. Illuminations is an example that wisdom never comes shrouded in

pomposity but dressed in modesty.I say this because even though this book may seem little or

perhaps not enough to some, it is a very deep well of knowledge from which all of us can extract

different meanings, different answers. You will find in its pages words from this worlds greatest

minds and essays that accompany them. It will be water for those who thirst for guidance, Light for

those who struggle with the darkness of insecurity, the people quoted in the book were people just

like you and me, people with dreams, with hope, with an idea of changing the lives of others for the

better. For me Illuminations is a trustworthy compass, approach this book with a mind that is open

and eager for learning and you will find the pearls that you seek. My commitment grows stronger

day by day, a commitment with my fellow human beings. A commitment to do what I can by helping

as many as I can in finding a way to better themselves. A new world comes, a wonderful new world

and what a better way to usher it in than by sharing with others what I have found. I strongly

recommend this book to everybody who seeks the Light. I strongly recommend this book to all of

those who are in need of a word that will rekindle their journey. I strongly recommend this book to

those who are unsure of their innate talents and gifts, so that they can find comfort in the fact that

there is always a way for all of us to contribute. Fear not for what is ahead and follow the Light.

Always Loyal.
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